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INTRODUCTION

This year we are participating in the 2021 International Open Bidding Competition. Every year this 
competition gathers students from all around the world and makes them work together on a project. This 
year the project is about designing a cross-generational meeting communication and learning 
platform…and it is not accidental.

It is well known that during the past year 2020 and during 2021, our world has been experiencing 
one of the worst crises ever in history – the Covid-19 pandemic. We have all become witnesses of how 
relationships are falling apart, how businesses are struggling, how the whole world is lost and desperate. 
People have become individualists. They have been forced to stay home and decrease their social 
contacts to minimum, which led to all kinds of negative emotions.



How can we maintain the social bond between people and continue to learn and share during the global 
health crisis ?

Fortunately, social media is here and it is the only savior for people to help them stay connected with each 
other. This is the reason why our team decided to develop the so-called UpToShare project.

UpToShare is a social web platform, which allows people from all over the world to get in touch and share 
their hobbies, knowledge, language and in general – to share their world.

The platform has only one purpose and it is to connect people from different generations and ages, to let 
them share freely what they are passionate about, what they are talented at, what they know well or want 
to learn better.

UpToShare brings an answer to the question – how people can stay always connected during such 
difficult times like these at the moment. 



OUR AGENCY
the agency and its values
The team Rocket is a small group of international students coming from all around the world. This atypical 
team is born during the IOBC ( International Open Bidding Competition 2021) and is composed of 
vietnamese, french, morrocan and bulgarian students. 

Our agency, Rocket, found its etymology in the meaning of going fast, straight to the point by the 
most efficient way. The team prown communication, sharing, and solidarity. We’re also very enthusiastic to 
be a part of this competition.

The Rocket agency is divided into three major fields : communication, coding, and graphic design.
The communication field, mainly in charge of the project’s developpement on social networks and its 

promotion, is composed of Efflam Lappara, and Radja Goara.



The coding field is the largest part of our team. It consists of TaAnhQuan, Do Duy Dao, Jade Rahmaoui, 
Ted William Amoussou, Sofiane Hacherez and Ilias Miri.
This part of the team takes care of the building and the improvement of the website.
Graphic designers are in charge of the majority of the graphic content you can see in our project. This part 
of the team is composed of  Ivelina Teneva , Maelys Robert, Ewen Molle and Malik Boukhelif.

However, some members of the team have an additional role. It’s the case of Malik Boukhelif, who is in 
charge of the audio visual content (videos and motion design), Ted William Amoussou who takes care of 
the web server access, Radja Goara supervises the communication campaign and Ewen Molle is our 
spokesperson and also our coordinator.

A gantt diagram will be available in the annexes part at the end of the book of specifications.



Technical research: avenues of development principles considered with 
argumentation

In the future we can imagine various improvements and functionalities to be brought to our platform.
The first development that we can consider for our site is the addition of a feature allowing our members 
to have audio and video conversations directly on the platform. Indeed, even if today we can effectively 
exchange on the site thanks to personal written chats or even via the comments under our videos, if the 
Internet users wish to discuss face-to-face or to see each other in order to share their knowledge and 
their passions they are forced to go through another platform. So the goal with the addition of this 
functionality is to keep our users on our platform but also to develop even more interactivity between 
them in order to facilitate their exchange.
The second development considered for the future of the platform is the addition of other languages   to 
the site. Indeed, for the moment the site is available in only 3 languages, our site being on an 
international scale it therefore seems essential that we make it available in as many languages   as 
possible in order to facilitate its access to anyone in the world. 
Finally, we can imagine the creation of paid premium accounts giving access to its subscribers to new 
features and advantages on the site.



Business model

The target of our economic model is extremely broad since it aims to integrate people of all 
nationalities and of all ages. We can nevertheless remove the children of our customers since the 
platform doesn’t allow them to create an account. We can also remove people who don’t have an 
internet connection (as in some parts of the world).
As for our relationship with these customers, we rely on a strong and marked community, both on 
social networks and on the platform itself. There will thus be community management work in order 
to bring it to life and maintain it.
The distribution channels of our business model can be of a print nature, such as flyers or posters, 
but also web, in particular with the use of social networks for promotion, contests or partnerships.



The real added value of our proposal is the idea of   transmitting knowledge with a real exchange 
between people regardless of their age or location. Through translation work, a Spanish person can 
learn to play the guitar from a Japanese person. The advantage of this application is also its ease of 
access allowing us to include even people a little older and less comfortable with technology who 
might lose the desire to learn or register with a platform that is too complex.
The key activities of our model are based on the community management of our community, the 
design of the various elements and events added to the platform in order to guarantee users an 
ergonomic and pleasant environment, the constant updating of our content so that our platform 
evolves. with its users.



The key partners of our business model are our foreign collaborators, programmers and graphic 
designers, who play key roles in the development of the platform and are therefore essential for the 
functions they occupy.
The key resources are the communicators, making it possible to make our platform known and thus 
attract more and more users, the graphic designers, who produce print or video visuals making the 
platform attractive and creating a certain branding for the latter, and the programmers, who code the 
site, ensure its updates, its ergonomics, and its accessibility for all.
Finally, as registration to our platform is free, other methods can be put in place to generate profit. 
Adding ads to the platform can be a way to earn money, these ads can be either dragged into user 
navigation or placed at the start of videos, so sponsors will appear on our platform in exchange for a 
financial compensation. We may also consider premium paid accounts for our users, who in 
exchange for a certain amount of money, would have access to certain exclusive features of the site 
(as stated in the technical research). Finally we can imagine a donation system where users could 
directly donate money to us.



Budget estimates for 1 year

Incomes Outgoings

Advertising on the 37k platform
13k premium subscriptions
Donations 61k
Subsidies 139k

Salary 6 developers 180k
Salary of 4 graphic designers 98.4k
Salary for 2 communicators 70k
Partnerships, 2k contests
100th poster and flyer printing

Total = 351 000 euros Total = 350 500 euros



I.T



Project description

The UptoShare project is an online social website allowing users to share videos, pictures or messages. 
UptoShare offers multiple tools to users like chatting with friends, managing a calendar of events and 
creating video conferences. Users can personalize their profile and manage the ir publications through 
their profile page. UptoShare wants to be innovative thanks to the multiple functionalities they offer. 
Facebook, for example, gave access to a Stream very late, users are not used to using this feature on this 
platform. However, UptoShare takes the decision to directly give a streaming platform where users could 
stream.





Detailed tree structure of project contents

A main folder containing the UpToShare site project consisting of:

● An Img sub-folder including the images and visual objects of the site
● A CSS subfolder including all the style sheets for each page
● A Typography sub-folder including all the fonts used on the site
● A Javascript subfolder that will contain all the JS files
● A Bootstrap subfolder which will be composed of bootstrap files and min.js files
● A Docs subfolder that contains all the documents that can be retrieved

The php files will be placed directly in the main directory





Argued description of the technical solutions envisaged

Our project is a site wishing to welcome users and their data (personal data, posts, contact, discussion 
thread,….) Which implies the creation of session and cookies which will be by the PHP language. Of 
course, our site will use HTML and CSS with their most recent version ie HTML5 and CSS 3. The site will 
be hosted on an Apache server on a debian machine



Minimum technical requirements

Have the latest and up-to-date web browsers to obtain correct display of the content (CSS in particular).

Activation of Javascript on the browser

Activation of cookies on the browser

Computer / Processor: 32-bit (x86) or 64-bit (x64) processor at 1 GHz

OS: Windows, MacOs, Linux

RAM memory: 700 MB

Available space: 300 MB



Naming convention for folders and files

Our files regarding site development will be in PHP, will be named by the functionalities they fulfill. for 
example: login.php.

The files concerning the video will be in CSS, naming them by what they represent. For example: 
footer.css

The files concerning the video will be in MP4 by naming them by what they represent. For example: 
pub_site.mp4

The files concerning the images will be in Jpeg or PNG, naming them by what they represent. For 
example: logo.png



Graphic design



LOGO MOODBOARD



Logo sketch



Graphical approach of the platform



Source of inspiration:

UpToShare aims to be an online platform accessible to 
everyone. This would be fed by Internet users for Internet 
users, allowing people to share their passions, to teach 
them to others in exchange for the same service but in 
reverse.



Here are some websites / platforms that are based on the same principle 
as our project.

Source 1 

killshare is an American website that allows people to 
learn educational topics of all kinds (lifestyle, 
technology, entrepreneurship, design and more). The 
particularity of the platform is that they favor interaction 
over learning through projects.

In 2019, the platform had more than 27,000 premium 
and 2,000 free classes. In addition, through a "group" 
feature, allowing you to connect with other members, 
post / receive comments, ask questions, post work and 
move to higher skill levels.



Source 2 

Openclassrooms, like skillshare, is a French online 
platform that provides access to online courses. The 
courses offered are accredited and validated by the 
State, allowing students to find a job, an internship or 
a work-study program. Their slogan “Make education 
accessible” illustrates well the values   of the company 
since the platform has more than 1000 tutorials in 
different fields. OpenClassrooms would be visited by 
2.4 million unique visitors, would have 650,000 
registered members, offer 800 courses, and its 
forum would contain 8 million posts.



Source 3

A French company, Yakasaider (as its name 
suggests) aims to offer services to individuals 
present on the platform. The principle takes into 
account the number of hours that the person to 
dedicate to other Internet users and will thus credit 
his account, which will then allow him to benefit 
from services that may interest him. The platform 
has more than 35,000 subscribers and nearly 
55,000 services offered.

The services are varied, this can include 
gardening, moving, help with classes, DIY, 
maintenance of animals ...





Communication



Target audience

UpToShare is an international, intercultural and intergenerational platform. Who is she talking to ? Well 
everyone !
If you're over 18 and keen to know, UpToShare is for you.
Here are some representative personas of potential users of the platform:

● Sarah, a 25-year-old Frenchwoman living in the Paris suburbs with her parents, brothers and sisters, 
is a work-study student. Sarah is an enthusiastic and curious young woman, she is interested in 
everything and discover new things. She is passionate about literature and loves to have fun.

● Nguyen Van Minh is an 18-year-old Vietnamese boy. Despite his introverted character, Nguyen Van 
Minh enjoys discussing what he is passionate about. Comics, manga and video games are the 
hobbies of this young student. Member of several online forums he likes to debate and exchange on 
the universes of his favorite works.



● Nathalia is a 52 year old Bulgarian mother. His greatest skill is his polylingualism. Always passionate 
about history, Nathalia taught at university. From now on, she continues her research and is 
passionate about languages. She is fluent in 10 languages   and continues to learn and improve.

Our main target is an age group ranging from 25 to 45 years old. This range is widened by our secondary 
target ranging from 18 to 25 years old as well as from 45 to 65 years old.



● Competitive 
analysis

Nom de la société UpToShare SkillShare OpenClassRooms

Implémentation France USA France

Client Cible 16-60 ans 16-60 12-60

Date de création Mars 2021 Novembre 2010 Novembre 1999

Forces Accessibilité, 
pluridisciplinarité.
Gratuit

Accessibilité de 
l’art, créativité

Formation 
diplômante et 
qualifiante;Gratuit

Faiblesses Certificat de suivi 
de formation non 
reconnue.
Certains contenu 
payant

Se résume à des 
formations 
professionnelles

Identité de la 
marque

Basé sur le 
partage inter 
utilisateur

Contenu 
professionnel, 

Référence des 
formations en ligne 
en France

Mission Partager sa 
passion

Permettre de 
rendre accessible 
des formations par 
des professionnels

Offre de formations 
diplomantes



Added value of the project

UpToShare draws its strength through these users. Indeed, users are at their service. UpToShare is really 
just support. Sharing our passions is the strength of our platform. Everyone will be able to find what they 
need, and when it is not available it will not be long since the user will be able to get closer to the content 
creators who come close to the initial request.

UpToShare is free, the only way to finance logistics costs is through advertising.



Communication campaign

As we had decided when we created our project, our distribution and communication channels will remain 
Instagram and Youtube as a priority.

> Instagram: UpToShare has an Instagram profile, which keeps its followers updated with the latest news 
related to the platform, its functionalities and presents the way of interaction with users from all over the 
world.

We decided to use Instagram as a means to promote our platform, since Instagram has become a widely 
used application and it will help our platform to grow, develop and become more common among young 
people.
Instagram is a less demanding format. It is possible to post very short videos (a few seconds), written 
information or images and photos. As part of the launch of the project, we are considering a more 
sustained publication frequency, in the order of ten publications in two weeks. 



Why Instagram? This is the platform we have chosen to communicate quickly and interactively with our 
community. Easy-to-create stories that allow you to stay in touch with the community and even reach 
new users. The interesting aspect of stories is also the possibility of creating interactive stories using the 
poll, question, quiz, countdown and barometer stickers. This platform brings together the good concepts 
of this competitor, the ephemeral stories from Snapchat, the “real” ones from Tik Tok. In addition, the 
IGTV format will allow us to share video content that is a little longer than a feed post. Also, the platform 
offers features specially designed for companies and creators. Scheduling of posts at certain times, full 
statistics on audience and impact of content.
Instagram will be a bit like our agency's dynamic storytelling.
Young people between the ages of 16 and 35 are Instagram’s biggest fans, which fits well with our target 

age range.



Conclusion
Our project mainly aims to create a platform with the aim of the sharing of knowledge and passions 
globally on the planet for all.

This project is an opportunity to show that everyone regardless of their age or geographic location 
can have the same access to knowledge, that communication and global relations are possible and 
finally provide a solution in order to maintain the social link between people and continue to learn 
and share during the pandemic, which was our initial problem.

Our platform will thus aim to bring people together in this period of estrangement around passions 
and common interest, where people will be able to chat by messages, publish videos as well as 
comment on them etc ...

We will share our video content, promotional posters, surveys, contests, partnerships and other 
content on social networks like Instagram and Facebook as well as on our website.

We also have many future prospects in order to develop our platform as much as possible and make 
it accessible to as many people as possible.



Annex

Gantt Diagram
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